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Submitted by Kenneth L. Cooke 
The computation of the cheapest path between each pair of states of certain 
multistage systems can be formulated as a summation of matrix power-series over 
the algebraic structure (R. max. +). We analyse the convergence properties of such 
power-series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The algebraic structures (IR, 0, a), (Ip, @I’, @‘), where IF‘ is the set of real 
numbers (possibly extended by *CO) and where for x, 1’ E IP we define 
x@ J to be the arithmetical sum x + J suitably 
x0’ j modified for infinite elements, 
X0) to be the quantity max(x, .v), (l-1) 
x0’ J to be the quantity min(?c, y), 
have a natural application to a broad class of problems in the general area of 
operations research, optimisation and Chebychev approximation. 
In [3], a systematic account is given of these structures with illustrations 
of their application to certain scheduling, shortest-path, network analysis, 
assignment, Boolean and other problems, which then manifest themselves as 
formal problems of linear algebra relative to these structures. Since we must 
draw extensively on the theory of [3 ] in the sequel, we shall not attempt to 
make the present paper self-contained. We refer to Chapter 1 of [ 31 for the 
basic ideas and definitions, to Chapters 22-26 for the matrix properties we 
require, and to pp. 247-250 for further references. 
By way of immediate motivation, however, let us recall from [ 1, 3 ] that 
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for certain multistage n-state systems, the evolution of the states of a system 
through time is represented by the matrix power-sequence 
A, A”‘.... (l-2) 
(where the algebra is given by (l-l)). Similarly in certain shortest-path 
problems the matrix of least distances is given by a matrix power-series 
A = C 0’ C’2’ 0’ . . . . (l-3) 
In (31, the finite convergence of (l-2) (resp. (l-3)) is demonstrated by 
purely algebraic arguments, as a consequence of the assumption 1(A) < 0 
(resp. A’(C) > 0), where 1(A) (resp. J’(C)) is the necessarily unique eigen- 
value of the matrix in the given algebraic structure. The result is essentially 
combinatorial, having to do with the demonstrable connection between the 
eigenvalue of a matrix and the circuits in the weighted graph to which the 
matrix corresponds. 
2. POWER SERIES 
Let us now consider a multistage n-state system for which transition from 
state i to state j incurs direct cost cijr and let C be the (n x n) matrix Ic~,~]. 
Suppose further that we may stop the system after any chosen number 
r = 1, 2,... of stages for an additional cost a,. For each pair i, j, what is the 
cost yij of the cheapest “ride” from state i to state j in a finite number of 
stages? 
Letting r be the matrix [rij] it is clear that we may argue as in [ 3, 
Chap. 1] to show 
I- = a 0’ c 0’ a, 0’ C’Z’ 0’ . . . . I x (2-l) 
which leads us to a consideration of general matrix power-series. We show 
below that convergence of (2-l) turns on the relation between 1(C) and p. 
where p is a parameter giving a criterion for the convergence of the scalar 
power series: 
a,O’zO’u,O’z’2’0’.... (2-2) 
Since (2-l) evidently generalises (l-3), this discussion puts the existence of 
the shortest-distance matrix A in a more general analytical light, as we 
discuss below. 
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3. MAX-ALGEBRA EIGENPROBLEMS 
To avoid the proliferation of primes in (2-2) we shall in fact work in max 
algebra, i.e., the system (I??, 0, a), where 
R is the set of real numbers together with +co and -co. (3-I) 
x @ y denotes max(x, JJ), the greater of x, 4’. (3-2) 
x @ y denotes -co if one of x, y is -co 
otherwise +co if one of x, 4’ is +co (3-3) 
otherwise the arithmetical sum x + y. 
As shown in [3], we may carry out matrix algebra in the obvious way for 
(IF?, 0, a), defining for two (n x n) matrices A = [a,], B = [bi,i] and a scalar 
bE R: 
b @ A = [b @a,], 
A @ B = [aij @ b,], 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
where Co denotes iterated use of the associative operation 0. We denote the 
r-fold product A @ a.. @ A by A(“. 
We say that the eigenproblem isfinitely soluble for the (n X n) matrix A if 
we can find a finite I E R and an n-vector (i.e., (n x 1) matrix) x with finite 
elements such that 
A@x=L@x. (3-7) 
Necessary and sufficient conditions on A for the finite solubility of (3-7) 
are given in [3], and it transpires that all solutions involve the same unique 
A: the principal eigenvalue of A. written 1(A) and calculable as a 
combinatorial function of the elements of A. 
4. SCALAR SERIES 
If (b,} (r = 1,2,...) is a sequence of terms 6, E R. let us define x0 b, 
C=C&, b,) t o d enote the limit as n + co of the sequence {Ckrz, b,t, i.e., 
xBb,= lim max 6,. 
n-u2 r=,.....n (4-l) 
Since max,=,,..,., 6, is monotone non-decreasing, the following is clear: 
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LEMMA 4-l. The limit Cob,. exists and x0 b, E IFi for any sequence 
(b,}. If b, < K (I = 1,2,...) for finite K then &b, < K; otherwise 
&b,=+w. 
We shall say that Cob, converges finitely if there is an integer N such 
that 
(4-2) 
We may easily prove: 
LEMMA 4-2. Co 6,. converges finitely if and on!v if for some integers M, 
N we have 
b.w > br (r = N, N + l,...). (4-3) 
We shall call b,, a dominating term. 
5. SCALAR POWER SERIES 
NOW let z E R be given, and define z(‘) = z a~,..., zfr) = z @ z’~-“. We 
consider the power-series 
Let us define 
p = !~IIJ (-b,/r), 
i--cc 
where -bJr= TOO ifb,= fco. (5-Z) 
THEOREM 5 1. If z < p then Co b, @ zlr’ convergesJnitel>l. 
Proof. If z <p then since p < +co, we have z = -co or z is finite. If 
z = -co, then b, is a dominating term, so assume z is finite. If now any 
b, = +co then b, @ z”‘) is a dominating term, whilst if all b, = --oo 
(r = 1, 2,...) then 6, is again a dominating term. So let us assume z and some 
b,,, are finite, and no b, is +co. Choose an integerj such that 
j > -(b,,, + Mz)/E, 
where E is finite and such that 
(5-3) 
E>O and Z+E<p (5-4) 
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From the definition of p, there exists an integer k such that 
-b,./r > (z + E) for r>k. 
If h = max(j. k. M), then for n > h and 6, finite we have 
6, + nz < -m by (5-j) 
< b,&, + Mz by (5-3) 
so, 





and (5-7) holds trivially if 6, = ---co. Hence, for all n > h, 
cG b, @ z”’ = t, b, @ z(“. 
r=, r= I 
THEOREM 5-2. If z > p then Co b, @ z(I) = +a. 
Proof. Choose <, ~7 such that 
P<rl<C<Z and ti rl are finite. (5-8) 
By the definition of p, there exists for any given integer M an integerj > M. 
such that 
-bjfj < q. 
If bj and z are finite then (5-9) implies 
(5-9) 
i.e., 
bj + jz > j(t - II). 
bj @ z(j) > j(< - q). (5-10) 
Now z =-co is precluded by z > p; and bj = --oo is precluded by (5-9). 
Then (5-10) holds trivially if one of bj, z is +co, as well as when both are 
finite. 
Since the right-hand side of (5-10) increases without bound as IV--+ 00. the 
result follows. 
The analogy between p and a “radius of convergence” is evident. The case 
z =p is consistent both with finite convergence and with non-finite 
convergence, as examples easily show. However: 
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THEOREM 5-3. Let (b,} be a sequence of finite numbers. If 
lim -r-cc (b, - b,, ,) > p then Co b, @ zCr’ convergesjinite!v for z = p. 
Proof The theorem hypothesis precludes p = +co, and if p = -ax then 
6, is a dominating term when L = p. So assume that p is finite. 
If lim --T-,x (6, - b,, ,) > p then we can find an integer M such that 
br-b,+, >P for r > M. 
Summing from r=Mto r=(n- I)>M: 
whence 
b.,, -6, > (n - WP for n > M. 
so 
b, @ p(“) < b, @ p’,“’ for n > M. 
.M 
‘@ b, @ p(” = x:o b, 0~“‘. 
r=, 
6. MATRIX POWER-SERIES 
The matrix power-series Cg,=, b, @ A(” = x0 b, @ A(‘) is defined. in the 
obvious elementwise way; and arguing as in Section 4 it is clear that 
Co b, 0 A”’ always exists. 
If there is an integer N such that 
(6-I) 
then we shall say that & b, @ A(” convergesJinite&. 
Now, from Theorem 26-9 of [3], we note the following results: 
LEMMA 6- 1. If the eigenproblem for the (n x n) matrix A is Jinite6’ 
soluble, then there exists an (n x n) matrizc P with finite elements such that: 
A,<l(A)@P=A@P, (6-z) 
where the inequality holds componentwise, with equality at least once per 
row, and l(A) is the principal eigentlalue of A. 
We may now prove: 
THEOREM 6-2. If the eigenproblem for the (n x n) matrix A is finitely 
soluble, and /Z(A) < p then Cob, @ A(” convergesfinitely. 
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Proof: Since matrix multiplication is isotone [3, Proposition 5-71 
evidently (6-2) implies 
A(” <A@’ @ P = A”’ @ P (r = 1, 2,...), (e-3) 
where A = A(A), and so, by isotonicity of mutiplication [3. Proposition 2-5 ] 
6, @ A”’ < b, @ Atr’ @ P (r = 1, 2,...). (h-4) 
Now if, in a given coordinate position (i, j), the matrices b, @ A”’ all 
have --co then finite termination at the term r = 1 occurs in that coordinate 
position. Similarly if any matrix 6, @ A(” has +co in that coordinate 
position, finite termination occurs there for that value of r. So let us assume 
that in that coordinate position (i, j) some matrix 6, @ A’R’ has a finite 
entry U. Now, choose finite numbers r, q such that 
n<r<a<p. (h-5) 
By the definition of p there is an integer k such that 
-b,lr > vl for r>k. (6-6) 
If b, is finite then from (6-5) and (6-6) 
b, + rA < - r(q -0 for r>k 
i.e., 
6, @ Ltr) < - r(q - t) for r>k. (e-7) 
Moreover, (6-7) holds trivially if b, = -co; and b, = +co is precluded by (6- 
6). Hence (6-7) holds for some k in all cases which arise. 
Since P has finite elements, (6-4) and (6-7) show that the sequence 
{b,. @ A(‘) } is ultimately dominated by a sequence of matrices whose 
elements in each position are decreasing linearly and hence are all ultimately 
less than U, which is therefore a dominating term in the coordinate position 
(i, j). Hence finite termination occurs in each coordinate position and so for 
the matrix series as a whole. 
Suppose now that all 6, are zero, so p = 0 also. Let J(A) < 0: i.e., [ 3. 
Chap. 251 A is a matrix whose associated weighted graph has only negative 
cycles. Then Theorem 6-2 shows that the series 
converges finitely. This is just the dual of the well-known fact [ 1 ] that for a 
weighted graph with all cycles positive the shortest-path iteration (l-3) 
terminates finitely. 
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Now let us say that a matrix sequence (B,} increases without bound if we 
cannot find a matrix B with finite elements such that B, <B (r = 1, 2,...). 
Just as Theorem 6-2 is the matrix analogue of Theorem 5-1, so the 
following is the matrix analogue of Theorem 5-2. 
THEOREM 6-3. If the eigenproblem for the (n x n) matrix A is finite!, 
soluble, and L(A) > p then the sequence (C&,.E, 6, @ A”‘} increases without 
bound. 
Proof. Suppose we could find a matrix B with finite elements such that 
tob,@A”‘<B (n = 1, 2,...). (6-8) 
r= I 
From (6-3) and isotonicity 
@P<B@P (n= 1,2,...). (6-9) 
But it follows from Theorem 5-2 that the left-hand side of (6-9) increases 
without bound, whereas B @ P has finite elements-a contradiction. 
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